
Writing: Term 6 Week 4 – Animals 

Animation: ‘Monkey Symphony’ by ESMA 

https://www.literacyshed.com/monkey-syphony.html  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key learning point (writing only): Dashes for parenthesis. 

A dash looks like this –   
 

Parenthesis means extra information. I could use a relative clause to add extra 
information to my sentence. For example:   
 

Angrily, the young chimp bashed the keys of the piano with his clenched fist. 
(This is my main sentence. I can then add a parenthesis. I’m going to add extra 
information about the young chimp. As it is in the middle of the sentence, I 
must use two dashes.)  
 

Angrily, the young chimp – who had just been scolded by his teacher- bashed 
the keys of the piano with his clenched fist.     
 

Writing task:  A letter of complaint. 

Description:  

Today, you are going to write a letter of complaint from the perspective of the 

music teacher to the owners of the theatre. In the letter, you will detail how 

you feel the chimp has interrupted rehearsals.  

We have written lots of letters before, but with different purposes. When 

writing a letter of complaint, you should ensure that you put your point across 

clearly and state your opinions in a formal tone.  

 

https://www.literacyshed.com/monkey-syphony.html


Checklist: 

 Formal language, with the use of the ‘you’ pronoun 

 Parenthesis – we are focusing on trying to use double dashes (- -) to 
include additional information 

 Clear structure 

 Detail about the incident and what you would like to be done 

 A range of sentence structures 

 Persuasive/emotive language to help the reader empathise with the 
situation and want to act on it 

 Varied openers 

 

Plan: 

Try and break your letter into these easy chunks. They can be a paragraph 

each, or you could extend yourself to having a couple of shorter paragraphs to 

detail each section. You can use these questions to help think about what to 

write about. 

 

Section One 

What is the letter doing? Complaining to employer 

Why? For interrupting rehearsals/being unprofessional  

 

Section Two 

What happened in the lead up to this letter? Detail what happened to cause 

you to write the letter.  

Why are rehearsals important? Preparing for show? Is she a loyal 

customer/user of the rehearsal space?  

What should the employer do? Fire him? Give him a warning? Give him 

training? Move him to another location to clean? 

 

Section Three 

Wrap up the letter – Encourage the reader to act on sorting out the problem 

Encourage them to reply.   

 

 

 



Here is an example: 

 

Remember to lay out your letter in the format below, starting with the writer’s 

address at the top.  

 

 

Riverdale Manor, 
Bush Lane, 

Little Downford 
Wiltshire 
SN8 456 

12th September 2020 

Beakerfield Theatre, 
47 High Street, 
Romsford, 
Wiltshire 
SN9 123  

 

Dear Sir/Madam,  

I am writing to complain about the appalling behaviour of two members of 

staff – who were extremely rude - at the Beakerfield Theatre earlier this week. 

It is my belief that they are employees of yours and I therefore wish to inform 

you of their inexcusable actions.   

On arrival for a rehearsal on Monday 16th September at your venue, I was 

disappointed to discover that two members of cleaning staff were still 

occupying the rehearsal space. I kindly requested that they move on swiftly, 

which they agreed to do. However, as rehearsals commenced, it soon became 

apparent that they had no intention of doing so.  

[Your letter will continue to detail what happened and what you want to 

happen as a result.] 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Madam Compère 



 

Word/phrase bank:  

Dear Sir or Madam, I am writing to complain about…  

In addition to this... Furthermore.... 

I would also like to highlight... It is my opinion that... 

I implore... My expectation is... 

I believed... How would you feel if...? 

In addition,... How would you respond if...? 

I would like to suggest that... To improve this situation, I think... 

Should you not… Yours faithfully, 

 

 

Keep up the amazing writing everyone!   


